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HARTWACHS OIL 7030 

 

Hard Wax Oil 

 
DESCRIPTION: 
HARTWACHS OIL 7030 is a natural wax dispersion in valuable oils, rebuffable for the treatment 
and finishing of every raw wood surface. Considerably hard, it has an excellent resistance to 
water. 
Extremely easy to apply, it is perfect for the ordinary and extraordinary maintenance of the oil 
treated surfaces. 
 
CHEMICAL/PHYSICAL CHARACHTERISTICS: 
Composition: Hard wax dispersion in oil 
Odour: Characteristic 
Form: Creamy fluid 
Solubility: Soluble in solvent 
Dilution: Solvoil line 
Yield: 20/24 m2/L 
  
METHOD OF USE: 

 
HARTWACHS OIL 7030 is a natural based oil – bee’s wax system, ideal finishing for surfaces 
previously treated with Grundieroil Coloroil. 
 
Fill the slits and the superficial irregularities of the wooden surface with HOLZMASSELÖSUNG 
(Binding resin for the individual preparation of wood filler) or other fillers from Borma range. 
Once dry proceed to sanding with abrasive paper 150-180 up to 220-240 grit depending on the 
desired final look. Before the application of the first coat aspirate all the dust residuals. The 
humidity rate of wood must be between 9 and 12%. Verify compatibility with unknown timbers 
(colouring, oil content, drying process inhibition, etc...). Apply one coat of Grundieroil Coloroil, 
transparent or coloured, and let dry properly, then proceed with Hardwax Oil 7030. 
 
Hartwachs Oil 7030 can be easily applied over Borma Parquet Oils’ as any other well dried Oil 
finishing. While applying by cloth or brush, spread uniformly to avoid patch effects due to oil 
oxidation. Applied and let dry for 6-8 hours, then proceed to buffing.  
This product can be used also on decorative chalk paint Shabby Kreide Farbe and similar 
porous backgrounds without any previous sanding.  
Hartwachs Oil 7030 might be applied also on raw wood, but a regular maintenance has to be 
considered especially for floorings and furniture tops. 
Not suitable for lacquered surfaces. 
 
Ready to use. Spread HARTWACHS OIL 7030 uniformly, using a brush or a cloth, on a clean 
surface, free from dust, grease and oils. Once dried (after 6/8 h, depending on the thickness and 
on the temperature), sand with 220/240 grain to obtain an increased softness. Then proceed 
with the application of a second coating and, once dried, to obtain a soft and smooth satin 
sheen, polish with the brushes of the Borma range or buff vigorously with a soft cotton cloth. 
Complete drying after 12 h. Maximum hardness after 24 h. 
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STORAGE: 
Store in a cool, well ventilated place, keep the container closed when not in use.  
Keep away from heat, flames, sparks and other sources of ignition. 
 
PACKAGING: 
The product comes in 750 mL, Lt 5 and Lt 15 sized cans. 
 
WARNING: 
Sawdust, cotton cloth, paper and similar products soaked with liquid product and let in such 
condition may cause spontaneous combustion. Therefore, in case of presence of these 
materials for cleaning, ensure adequate air ventilation of the rooms in order to allow a rapid 
drying of the product or wet them with water before disposal. 
 

 


